3 Testing and Maintenance

Evaluation of Test Results
The evaluation of the test results must be performed by appropriately trained personnel with sufficient
product, safety testing and application knowledge.
If any test results are between 90% and 100% of the respective expected result, the previously
measured reference values must be taken into consideration for the assessment of the electrical safety
of the device under test. If no reference values are available, you should consider shorter intervals
between upcoming recurrent tests.
NOTE

If any single test fails, testing must be discontinued immediately and the device under test must be
repaired or labeled as defective. Be sure to inform the user about the test failure in writing.

Other Regular Tests
The care and cleaning requirements that apply to the monitor and its accessories are described in the
Instructions for Use. This section `details periodic maintenance procedures recommended for the
monitor and its accessories.

Touchscreen Calibration
To access the touchscreen calibration screen:
1

Enter service mode

2

Select Main Setup

3

Select Hardware

4

Select Touch Calibration
Touchscreen Calibration Screen

Make sure you complete the calibration procedure without powering off the monitor mid-way. If the
monitor is powered off after the first point is touched, the touch panel will be deactivated until the
touch calibration is performed again.
If the touchscreen is accidentally mis-calibrated by selecting the wrong spot, you must use another
input device to re-enter calibration mode. If you have the support tool, you can select Reset Touch
Calibration to Default and it will create a rough calibration which will allow you to access the
calibration menu again via the touchscreen.
Please refer to the documentation shipped with your selected display for further details on touchscreen
calibration procedures.
NOTE

If a touchscreen calibration is started on a multiple display system, the calibration is started for all
displays at the same time.

Disabling/Enabling Touch Operation
There are two ways to disable/enable touchscreen operation:
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